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The HaTTIN offices were raided earlier

this week by ISB, shutting down all

operations for the last several days. This

left critical reports of IS4 unable to be

broadcast.

Though the situation is still evolving, foul

play is suspected. HaTTIN reporters were

able to speak directly to the ISB officials

conducting the search, when they

learned that the search was actually

done as a reaction to allegations made

against another EH TIE Corps ship.

According to our sources, one week

prior to the opening of IS4 the same

officials received a tip that Warrior

incoming shipments may be carrying

illegal cargo. Several hours later, in the

middle of the night, they boarded a fleet

of incoming supply carriers.

"They were shocked at what they found,"

said HaTTIN's source who asked to stay

anonymous for fear of retaliation.

There were seven large containers, each

labeled as weighing over 100 kilos. They

were not listed on any manifests, were

all packaged together, and were

unmarked, other than a note that said

"do not open until IS4."

Oddly, upon further investigation, most

of the crates contained little to nothing.

A few food wrappers and a couple of

small blankets were all that remained.

The investigation has not advanced

much further since, though it was later

discovered that the bottom of each

crate had a cobra insignia. Sources say

the HaTTIN raid was made based off of

false information that some of it's

reporters were somehow involved.

HaTTIN is proud to announce a victory

over the Worrier forces last week. Our

reporter LCM Wolve Berkana put it this

way:

Worrier COM, VA I-Can't-Believe-It's-

Not-Margarine was getting buttered up

at the thought of combat with the

Hammer. She thought the Hammer

would be toast after the Challenged

attack, but she was sorely mistaken.

Churning over her next moves, she

decided to send the largest fleet

available to try to catch the Hammer

spread too thin. To her shock, Hammer

pilots melted through the forces with

ease. 

Immediately following that battle The

Hammer command staff held a press

conference. The transcript of this

conference will be posted exclusively by

HaTTIN in the coming hours.
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Several Worrier supply crates that were inspected.
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